
ABOUT SYLVANIAN FAMILIES 30TH ANNIVERSARY

New families move into
Sylvania
SylvanianFamilies expands its families range for global
30th anniversary

Iconic '80s toy brand Sylvanian Families has launched 5 new families as part of its 30th
birthday celebrations – meaning there are now a total of 30 Sylvanian Families available in the
current range.

These families are the Striped Cat Family, Yellow Labrador Family, Goat Family, Tuxedo Cat
Family and Polar Bear Family. The Striped Cat Family is being positioned alongside the
existing Chocolate Rabbit Family at the forefront of the brand’s stories.

These new families have an RRP of £16.99 and are available from all good toy retailers
including Amazon, Argos, John Lewis, Smyths, and the Kensington-based Sylvanian Families
Shop, as well as various independent toy stockists (a full list can be found here:
sylvanianfamilies.net/uk/shop).

Sylvanian Families has also released a new range of seaside themed products and will be
celebrating their 30th anniversary through a series of events, competitions and partnerships
spread through 2015. 
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Created in 1985 by Japanese toy company EPOCH, Sylvanian Families is the well-known, much loved collectible
toy range of woodland animal figures, dolls houses and matching furniture. The brand was an immediate success
when it launched in the UK two years later, winning Best Toy Award three years in a row – the only toy to have
achieved this feat to date.

The brand is managed in the UK by EPOCH making toys, a subsidiary of EPOCH Japan – trading since January
2014 from offices in Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire. The company also manages the art and craft brand Aquabeads.
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